
 

Year 1 St Andrew’s Class 
Autumn Term 2019 

Religious Education 
Using the Come and See scheme, the children will learn 
about: Families 
Belonging – Baptism and Confirmation 
Waiting – Advent and Christmas 
 

PSHE 
Using the SEAL scheme, the children will learn about: 
New Beginnings 
Getting on and falling out 
Anti-Bullying Week 

 
 
 

Understanding English, Communication and Languages 
Reading: developing a love of reading; applying phonic knowledge to build up reading fluency; reading 
common exception words; retelling familiar stories, making predictions, discussing what they have read; read a 
range of texts, including fiction, non-fiction and poems. 
Writing: Writing simple sentences using finger spaces, capital letters and full stops, sequencing sentences to 
form short narratives, orally composing and rehearsing sentences, writing stories, captions, lists, recounts and 
information texts 
Spelling: spelling Year 1 common exception words, words containing familiar phonemes sounds.  
Handwriting: holding a pencil comfortably and correctly, continuing to develop accurate letter (upper and 
lowercase) and number formation (0-9). 
Phonics: Reinforcing reading and spelling of previously learnt letters combinations and corresponding sounds, 
learning alternative spelling patterns. 

Mathematical Understanding 
Teaching of fluency, reasoning and problem solving within the context of: 
• Numbers to 20 and beyond    • Addition and Subtraction within 10 and then 20 
• 2D and 3D Shape     • Measurement: length, height, weight and volume 
Understanding the representation of concepts using resources, representing these pictorially and then through 
conventional mathematical representation. 

 

Historical, Geographical and Social 
Understanding 

Continents and oceans of the world. 
Countries that make up the United Kingdom 
Comparing locations. 
Transport in the past 
George Stevenson and the Wright Brothers 

 Understanding the Arts  
Art:  
  Colour and colour mixing – 
  Mondrian 
  Landscapes 
  Printing techniques. 
Design Technology 
  Making a magnifying glass 
  Making a moving vehicle 
  Cooking: kebabs and 
  Christmas biscuits. 
Music:  
  Keeping the Beat 
  Changing and controlling 
  tempo 
  Listening to musical styles. 
 
 

Understanding Physical 
Development, Health and 

Wellbeing  
Planet Soccer – Games Skills 
Dance 
Gymnastics 
Daily Mile 
 

Scientific and Technological Understanding 
Working scientifically:   Animals including humans: 

 Asking questions •   identify and name common animals 

 Observing carefully •   identifying carnivores, herbivores 

 Performing tests •   describing and comparing animals 

 Using observations to •   identify and label parts of human body 
suggest answers  •  link parts of the body to the senses. 

 Gathering data to answer questions. 
Observe changes across the four seasons. 

 
Animals, including humans:  
naming and identifying a r    

Computing 
E-Safety:  Keeping personal 
information private and knowing 
where to seek help. 
Coding: controlling bee-bots to 
reach a specified destination. 
Debugging; resolving problems with 
code. 
Writing algorithms using laptops. 
 

Enhancement 
In the first half term, our learning is in the context of the book Meerkat Mail.  
Sunny the Meerkat will tell us about his adventures as he travels the world. 
In the second half term, Changing Transport will give a context to our writing 
and foundation subjects. 
Children will have opportunities to learn through “Free Learning” as well as in 
guided groups. 
 


